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Nous comparons les coûts salariaux des rémunérations incitatives par bonus de 
groupe et par bonus individuels. Quand les travailleurs ont une propension à l’envie, 
l’un ou l’autre de ces modes de rémunération peut s’avérer le moins coûteux étant 
donné l’arbitrage entre l’insatisfaction associée aux inégalités salariales et les 
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1. I

Workers resent being paid less than their peers when they work the same. This is

often offered as an explanation for compressed salary structures. We show, to the

contrary, that firms may favor reward systems with the prospect of unequal pay

precisely because of the workers’ distaste for wage inequality.

Assuming some form of performance pay is needed to align incentives, we compare

the cost to the firm of group versus individual bonus schemes when employees are

envious. With individual performance pay and imperfect performance measures, a

worker faces a positive probability of earning less than his co-workers. If wage in-

equality is a source of dissatisfaction, workers may then require compensation through

higher expected wages. By contrast, in a group scheme the wage outcome is the same

for all and therefore the expected wage need not include an “inequality premium”.

We show that wage compression – as with the group bonus scheme – is nevertheless

undesirable from the firm’s point of view if performance measures have sufficiently

poor information content or workers have poor outside opportunities. The reason is

that the possibility of unequal pay allows envy to be used as motivator. This benefits

the firm when workers earn rent, as in efficiency wage situations.

Although there is substantial evidence that workers attach importance to relative

wages in addition to absolute payoffs1, the extent to which such concerns explain

reward systems remains controversial. However, the consensus seems to be that, if

relevant, concerns for equity or fairness could explain wage compression or the absence

of individual performance pay often observed in practice.2 Our analysis shows that

this prediction should be qualified. In our model, the firm would do as well with group

or individual bonus schemes if workers were indifferent to relative payoffs. This is no

1Numerous references can be found in Akerloff and Yellen (1990), Levine (1991) and Clark

and Andrew (1996) among others. This view is also a widely shared by practioners in personnel

management.
2See for instance Baker et al. (1988). Of course, there are other explanations for wage compres-

sion, as in Lazear (1989).
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longer true when workers are assumed to have a propensity for envy. Which scheme

leads to the lowest wage costs then depends on the workers’ reservation utility and

on the precision of available performance measures. When workers are envious, there

is therefore a trade-off between the dissatisfaction associated with unequal pay and

the incentives it generates .

2. T

For simplicity, consider a firm employing only two workers. Borrowing from Fehr and

Schmidt (1999), we write the utility of payoff πi when the co-worker earns πj as

U(πi,πj) = πi − αmax(πj − πi, 0), i, j = 1, 2. (1)

With α > 0 the second term on the right hand side is the utility loss from disadvanta-

geous inequality and reflects the worker’s propensity for envy.3 The interpretation is

that workers would be willing to sacrifice earnings to work in an environment where

they would not be outperformed.

Although workers are otherwise risk neutral, envy implies the equivalent of risk

aversion with respect to gambles with a positive probability of turning out either

ahead or behind one’s co-worker. To illustrate, suppose i faces equal chances of π+ ε

or π − ε while the co-worker gets π for sure. For ε positive, individual i’s expected

utility is then

U = π − 1
2
αε. (2)

Supposing instead that i gets π for sure while it is the co-worker who faces equal

chances of π + ε or π − ε, individual i’s utility is also as in (2). The second term on

the right hand side of (2) will be referred to as the inequality premium.

Payoffs are π = w−c(e) where w is the worker’s wage and e is effort with cost c(e),
an increasing and strictly convex function with c(0) = 0. Effort is non contractible

but it can be verified whether a worker’s performance is good or bad. The probability

3See Mui (1995) and Bolton and Ockenfels (2000) for alternative specifications.
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of good performance is p(ei), a strictly increasing and concave function. The realized

performances of the two workers are independent events.

Workers are paid a base wage l with certainty and a bonus if performance is good.

In the individual scheme, payment of the bonus depends only on the worker’s perfor-

mance. In the group scheme, a group bonus is shared equally between the workers

when they are deemed to perform well collectively. This relies on an index of group

performance aggregating the individual performance measures, which constitute here

the only available information.

We analyze the cost to the principal of inducing arbitrary effort levels – that is,

we characterize the wage cost function of effort – allowing the principal to choose

between group and individual schemes. The first step is to minimize wage costs for

each scheme, subject to implementing a given effort level and to participation and

limited liability constraints. Workers have reservation utility u ≥ 0 and they cannot
be paid a negative wage, i.e. their wealth constraint imposes l ≥ 0.

3. I

Workers observe each other’s effort and wages. Let ∆I denote the bonus in the

individual scheme. When exerting ei while his co-worker exerts e, worker i’s expected

utility is

U(ei, e) = l + p(ei)∆I − c(ei)− ϕ(ei, e), (3)

where ϕ(ei, e) is the inequality premium. The premium function has a kink at ei = e.

Writing ϕ−(ei, e) for the value of the premium when ei ≤ e and ϕ+(ei, e) when ei > e,

it is easily checked that

ϕ−(ei, e) = αp(e)(1− p(ei)) [c(ei) +∆I − c(e)] (4)

and

ϕ+(ei, e) = ϕ−(ei, e) + α [p(ei)p(e) + (1− p(ei))(1− p(e))] [c(ei)− c(e)] . (5)
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To interpret (4), observe that the probability of worker i being outperformed is

p(e)(1−p(ei)). When he supplies less effort than his co-worker, the individual suffers
from envy only when the co-worker is the only one to obtain the bonus, hence the

expression in (4).4 Note that supplying less effort reduces the dissatisfaction from

“losing”. In (5), when he has exerted more effort than his co-worker, the individual

experiences envy not only when the co-worker is the only one to get a bonus but also

when both get paid the same wage. Although he earns the same, the individual then

resents his net payoff being smaller due to his greater effort.

The effort level required by the principal is e > 0. Worker i’s expected utility in

(3) is strictly concave in ei. The scheme therefore induces worker i to supply effort e

if

p (ei)∆I − c (ei)− ∂ϕ−(ei, e)
∂ei

= 0 at ei = e, (6)

that is if

[1 + αp(e)]∆I p (e)− [1 + αp(e)(1− p(e))] c (e) = 0. (7)

A propensity for envy magnifies the marginal benefits from more effort because it

reduces the probability of being outperformed. At the same time it increases the mar-

ginal disutility of effort. The reason is that reducing effort reduces the dissatisfaction

from being outperformed.

From (7) the bonus for implementing the required effort satisfies

∆I = λ
c (e)

p (e)
where λ =

1 + αp(e)(1− p(e))
1 + αp(e)

. (8)

In equilibrium the workers’ expected utility is

U I = l + p(e)∆I − c(e)− ϕ,

where the inequality premium is given by

ϕ = αp(e)(1− p(e))∆I . (9)

4The expression inside the brackets is positive for any ei ≤ e if ∆I > c(e), as will in fact always
be the case.
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Wage costs per worker are l+ p(e)∆I . To minimize costs, the base wage must be

the smallest consistent with l ≥ 0 and U I ≥ u. Obviously, l = 0 if the participation
constraint is not binding in the solution. Otherwise, l is determined by the binding

participation constraint. Substituting from (8) for the expected bonus and checking

which constraint is binding, we get our first result.

R 1: In the individual bonus scheme, wage costs per worker are

WI(e) = max λ
p(e)c (e)

p (e)
, u+ c(e) + ϕ (10)

where

ϕ = αλ(1− p(e))p(e)c (e)
p (e)

. (11)

When workers earn rent, wage costs equal the expected bonus. When no rent is

earned, wage costs are the sum of the worker’s reservation utility and effort cost, plus

the inequality premium.

4. G

The best index of group performance is the one for which the group is deemed to

perform well when both workers’ performances are simultaneously good.5 Denoting

the per worker bonus by ∆G, the expected utility of exerting effort ei when the co-

worker exerts e is

U(ei, e) = l + p(ei)p(e)∆G − c(ei)− αmax [c(ei)− c(e)] . (12)

This is also strictly concave in ei, so that worker i supplies effort e if

p (e)p(e)∆G − c (e) = 0. (13)

5To illustrate, suppose the individual performance measure is the worker’s outputXi ∈ {0, 1}with
p(ei) as the probability that Xi = 1. Letting the group measure be the total output Y = X1 +X2,

good performance for the group is Y = 2. An alternative is to associate good performance for the

group with the event of at least one worker performing well (i.e. Y ≥ 1), but wage costs are then
never smaller and are strictly larger for some parameter values (this is due to the limited liability

constraints since otherwise a first-best is feasible, as shown in Holmstrom (1982)).
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In equilibrium the required per worker bonus is therefore

∆G =
c (e)

p(e)p (e)
. (14)

Expected utility is

UG = l + p(e)
2∆G − c(e) (15)

and wage costs per worker are l + p(e) 2∆G . As in the preceding section, the base

wage is the smallest consistent with the participation and limited liability constraints

UG ≥ u and l ≥ 0.
R 2: In the group scheme, wage costs per worker are

WG(e) = max
p(e)c (e)

p (e)
, u+ c(e) . (16)

Again wage costs equal the expected bonus when workers earn rent. When no

rent is paid, wage costs are the sum of reservation utility and effort cost. There is no

inequality premium since workers are always paid the same wage.

5. C

When α = 0, λ = 1 and ϕ = 0. Hence the two schemes have identical wage costs if

workers are not envious. λ is decreasing in α while ϕ is increasing, implying λ < 1

and ϕ > 0 when α > 0. The individual scheme then has a smaller expected per

worker bonus, but it is also characterized by a positive inequality premium. Under

either scheme, workers clearly do not earn rent if their reservation utility is sufficiently

large. When workers are envious, the group scheme is therefore unambiguously better

for a sufficiently large reservation utility. By contrast, if rent is earned under both

schemes, the individual bonus is better because of the smaller expected bonus. A

propensity for envy generates greater incentives because workers attach importance

to reducing the probability of being outperformed, hence the lower wage costs under

the individual scheme. The remaining possibility is when rent is earned under the

group bonus but not with the other scheme.
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Whether rent is earned or not depends on the reservation utility and on how

informative the performance measures are. A more informative performance measure

is characterized by a larger value for p (e)/p(e). The intuition is that the probability

of good performance is then more sensitive to the worker’s effort.6 In the group

scheme, rent is earned if
p(e)c (e)

p (e)
> u+ c(e). (17)

R 3: The inequality (17) holds when performance measures are sufficiently

poor or the reservation utility is sufficiently small.

P : The first part of the claim is obvious for p (e)/p(e) sufficiently small. To

prove the second part, note that the strict convexity of c(e) and the concavity of p(e),

together with c(0) = 0, imply ec (e)/c(e) > 1 ≥ ep (e)/p(e). Hence (17) holds for
u = 0 and therefore for u small.

The individual scheme is better than the group bonus if

max
p(e)c (e)

p (e)
, u+ c(e) > max λ

p(e)c (e)

p (e)
, u+ c(e) + ϕ . (18)

Given that λ < 1, the necessary and sufficient condition for (18) is

p(e)c (e)

p (e)
> u+ c(e) + ϕ. (19)

The next result states that the preceding inequality is satisfied under conditions

similar to that in result 3, provided the propensity for envy is not too strong.

R 4: If workers are envious but α is not too large, the individual bonus scheme

is better when performance measures are sufficiently poor or the reservation utility

is sufficiently small.

6For the signalX, define the random variable Z = fe(X, e)/f(X, e) where f(·, e) is the probability
distribution of the signal. From Kim (1995), the signal X is more informative than X with respect

to e if its associated likelihood ratio Z is a mean preserving spread of Z. In the present model

this implies a larger value for p (e)/p(e). See Demougin and Fluet (2001) for an application to

endogenous monitoring in the risk neutral agency problem.
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P : Substituting for ϕ from (11), condition (19) is equivalent to

p(e)c (e)

p (e)
[1− αλ (1− p(e))] > u+ c(e) (20)

A sufficient condition for (20) is

p(e)c (e)

p (e)
(1− αλ) > u+ c(e) (21)

If αλ < 1, condition (21) holds for any given u if p (e)/p(e) is sufficiently small.

Noting that αλ is increasing in α then proves the first part of the claim. For a given

value of p (e)/p(e), (21) holds at u = 0 if

αλ < 1− c(e)p (e)
p(e)c (e)

(22)

where the right hand side is strictly positive by result 3. This proves the second

part.
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Wage costs are as depicted in figure 1. In the group scheme, rent is earned when

u < uc. The critical uc is larger the poorer the performance measure. The individual

scheme is better when u < ub. The possibility of rent with the individual bonus

(as when u < ua in the figure) is not essential to the argument. A larger α reduces

λ and increases ϕ, which means that rent may not arise in the individual scheme

even with u small. However, the individual scheme remains better for a sufficiently

small reservation utility as long as p(e)c (e)/p (e) > c(e)+ϕ. Moreover, as should be

obvious from the figure, the principal would benefit from (marginally) more envious

workers whenever rent is earned with the individual bonus.

6. C

With individual performance pay, identical workers face the possibility of unequal

wages. A propensity for envy then increases incentives, other things equal. On the

other hand, the workers’ anticipated frustration from being outperformed may re-

quire compensation. There is therefore the possibility of a trade-off between reward

systems that exploit the incentives generated by envy and those which reward work-

ers as a group. We showed that individual performance pay is preferable, at least

from the firm’s point of view, if available performance measures have relatively poor

information content or if workers have poor outside opportunities. Otherwise, group

reward systems have lower wage costs.
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